
 

 

 

 

May 23, 2022 

 

Maree Lang  

Managing Director 

Greater Western Water 
 
 

Via email:  maree.lang@gww.com.au 

 

Re: ASU Members at GWW 

 

Dear Maree, 

 

The Australian Services Union (ASU) members at Greater Western Water have again brought to the 

attention of the ASU heavy-handed  tactics by GWW management.  

ASU officials have been supporting GWW staff this week who at some point in the past forgot to put in 

leave applications. When the issues were raised with our members, those members sought to address 

the issue but due to GWW’s system changeover were unable to. In some instances, they even sought 

the assistance of team leaders to address the system issues and were unsuccessful.  

Months later, they have been subjected to off-book disciplinary meetings where they were ambushed 

with allegations of fraud and dishonesty. On multiple occasions these members sought to have an ASU 

representative in the meeting with them, and this was denied, as management deemed the meetings 

to be ‘informal’ despite the fact that records of these meetings will reportedly be held on personnel 

files.  

Along with the obvious breach of the right to representation, this is another instance of GWW 

management using scare tactics on workers when they could have simply provided instruction on how 

to resolve the issues. 

To be clear, all of the impacted members acknowledge that they made mistakes and need to repay the 

leave debt. The issue is that GWW appears to promote a workplace culture where small issues result 

in over-reactions and over-reach by management.  

The ASU will be instructing our members not to attend any meeting without representation if there is 

even a hint that that meeting could be of a disciplinary nature, and to cancel any meeting that they are 

in if that meeting turns towards disciplinary issues and they do not have representation.  
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GWW have the opportunity to rectify these serious workplace culture and conduct issues through 

direction to management to cease interfering with union members’ right to representation and to 

address toxic workplace culture where managers feel empowered to attack workers over minor issues.  

The ASU reserves the right to take all reasonable steps through applicable jurisdictions should these 

practices continue.  

For further discussion, please contact ASU Organiser, Tim Sullivan on 0475 888 168 or 
tsullivan@asuvictas.com.au 

 

Regards, 

 

Leon Wiegard                       
Assistant Branch Secretary  
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